THE CRIME MANAGEMENT COLLEGE
AND ITS TRAINING ROLE

The educational and training institution, the temporary facility and the future

FACTS ABOUT

New college improves Criminal Investigation within the Afghan National Police

> The Crime Management College helps Afghanistan fighting organized crime through improved Criminal Investigation.

The inauguration of the Crime Management College in Kabul is major a step in improving the capability and expertise of the Afghan National Police (ANP) in the area of Criminal Investigation.

The new dedicated Crime Management College provides a modern environment for development of expertise in Investigative Techniques and delivery of Investigative Training. Its key function is to support the Afghan National Police Staff College in providing additional specialist training for police officers to become experienced Criminal Investigation Detectives.

The initial concept for the Crime Management College was formulated alongside the Police Staff College in close cooperation between the European Union Delegation to Afghanistan, the European Union Police Mission to Afghanistan (EUPOL) and the Ministry of the Interior (MoI). It was shaped in 2012 by Chief Superintendent Tom Stabler, EUPOL, who has led the project from the beginning to its completion in February 2014.

A € 3.0 million backing from the European Union has fully funded the construction of the Crime Management College, which has been implemented by EU’s implementing partner IOM for the MoI.

The new college will allow the combined effort of the European Union, EUPOL, the ANP Training General Command and the MoI in the area of Criminal Investigation to advance further, with EUPOL in an advisory role as to further development of specialist skills and techniques.

From good to better

The new Crime Management College is a progression from the temporary training facility at the Central Training Centre (CTC) provided by the MoI. To date over 3,500 students have been trained at the temporary training facility including detectives from the ANP, MoI and wider partner organisations including the UNDP/LOTFA, Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission and Family Response Units.

The training previously conducted at the CTC has focused on Crime Scene Management at both basic and advanced levels, The 5 week Core Investigator Programme which includes intelligence, interviewing and evidence gathering training, Prevention of Violence against Women, and Police-Prosecutor Cooperation Training. This training will be continued at the new Crime Management College along with new course programmes.

Committed to the future

There is a keen desire to develop the Crime Management College further into a centre of excellence, adding additional specialist training in Crime Investigation and Forensic Techniques.

Since 2012 more than 3,600 Detectives have graduated from the temporary Crime Management College.

A modern learning environment for Investigative Training and expertise in Investigative Techniques.

Its role is to train police officers to become experienced Criminal Investigation Detectives.